My Photo Diary:
Simply selecting
the best.
Photo books can now be
quickly and easily created thanks
to smart technology.
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A great way to celebrate the
special moments in life.
Photos tell stories and capture moments we’d like to remember; not to mention it’s just plain fun to take photos.
How to keep all your memories in shape?
One of the most daunting tasks is usually organizing the
hundreds of pictures you‘ve taken. It is too complicated to look
at every photo separately on the screen.
The easy and convenient solution: My Photo Diary.
With its smart technology it is quick fun to create individual
photo books. The easy-to-use software will automatically
select the best of your photos and give them the best arrangement within a short time. You order your photobook in 5
minutes* minimum after starting the album creation.*

* Depending on the size and the numbers of images and the processing speed of
the PC.

Ready to create a photo book?
Order a high-quality photo album in easy steps at terminals in
special equipped shops or on your PC at home.
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the first sample of your album after 5 minutes. If you like it
you can place an order immediately and the album will be
printed and delivered to you.

My Photo Diary
is simply the best.

Discover Fujifilm‘s quality
on every page.

Simply order and enjoy My Photo Diary.
You can easily change your layout and integrate some clipart
manually.

Fujifilm‘s know–how about creating photobooks.
The software’s “Image Organizer” with Fujifilm’s unique image
analysis technology evaluates dates, faces, focus, brightness,
or similarities/qualities of pictures, etc. and picks up the best
pictures, puts them in chronological order and changes their
sizes for the best layout. Because of these automatic functions and by picking key persons, selecting the period of time
as well as the number of pages you like, you are able to check
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Lay-flat binding:
To present your pictures in
the best way possible, our
My Photo Diary pages lay
completely flat from the
spine and offer the opportunity to feature large images
across a two-page spread
and display them to their
best advantage.

Fujifilm Premium Photo
Paper:
The silver halide photographic paper we use in our
photo books is designed to
deliver enhanced reproduction of colours and details,
as well as excellent image
stability.

My Photo Diary is individual
as your pictures.
A photo book is perfect for displaying those everyday
photographs! Relive your memories again and again.
Collected photo books are a wonderful and individual
present for anyy occasion.
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New!
Coming soon
to a shop near you!

